ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to know whether the writing quality in general organization aspect of students is good or not. For the research, the writer uses qualitative methods by collecting the students' final test answer sheets for Writing III subject. The respondent is Bina Nusantara University students, but as the sample the writer only takes thirty students who are majoring in English Department and already at the third semester.

The main theory which is used for the research is the theory of quality based on General Organization aspect. The qualities consist of four criteria: unity, completeness, order, and coherence. The writer analyses the students' final test answer sheets by comparing the theory to the data.

As the result, for total qualities in general organization aspect, the third semester students' writing is having good quality. It is because the percentage for total of all qualities is 75%. For each criterion analysis, the writer finds that the students' mistake in implementing each quality is lacking the criteria required for each quality. Besides, she also finds unity as the quality which the third semester students master. Overall for each criterion analysis, the students still have quality especially in general organization.
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